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Introduction: Secondary eclipses of gaseous     

exoplanets (when a host star occults its planet) may be          
diagnostic of atmospheric temperatures and dynamics.      
Moreover, variations in the planetary phase curves       
(light reflected and emitted from the planets) may        
point to active meteorology, as advective processes in        
sweep thermal structures and aerosols into and out of         
view. For the hot Jupiter, HAT-P-7 b, phase curve         
variations as observed by the Kepler mission were        
previously reported in [1], with credit given to changes         
in wind speed and cloud coverage in the atmosphere.         
Kepler’s very long observational baseline, spanning      
hundreds of days for some planets, makes its dataset         
especially well suited to search for such variability.  

For this presentation, we discuss our search for        
atmospheric variability using Kepler observations of      
the transiting hot Jupiter Kepler-76 b, a 2 Jupiter-mass         
gas giant in a 1.5-day orbit around an F-star. Our          
preliminary analysis suggests the planet’s dayside      
brightness temperature can vary by hundreds of       
degrees K of timescales of tens of days.  

We also discuss prospects for observing secondary       
eclipses among targets from the TESS mission. TESS’s        
increased sensitivity in red wavelengths as compared       
to Kepler means that planetary eclipses observed by        
TESS will probably be more sensitive to thermal        
emission from the planets, likely probing conditions       
deeper in their atmospheres. 

Dataset and Model: Kepler collected photometric      
measurements of the Kepler-76 system at a 30-min        
observing cadence over nearly 1,500 days, amounting       
to 52,000 datapoints over more than 900 orbits for         
Kepler-76 b. The host star has an effective temperature         
of 6,300 K [2], and the planet orbits about 5 stellar           
radii away [3], giving the planet an equilibrium        
blackbody temperature of about 2,300 K. With such a         
high temperature, Kepler-76 b produces significant      
thermal emission, along with visible reflection, in       
Kepler’s bandpass (from 400 to 900 nm), giving rise to          
a sinusoidal planetary phase curve. In addition, the        
planet is so massive and close to its host star that it            
induces observable ellipsoidal variations (as the tidal       
waves raised on the star roll in and out of view).           
Finally, reflex motion of the star produces a small but          
observable sinusoidal signal synchronized with the      
orbital motion, a so-called beaming signal [4]. 

To analyze these signals, we first applied a        
high-pass filter to the Kepler time-series to minimize        
long timescale variability due to instrumental      

systematics and stellar variations. We next performed a        
series of analyses of the planet’s transit using a         
standard light curve model [5] to determine the        
ephemeris and orbital geometry (semi-major axis,      
inclination, etc.), and our results mostly agree with        
previous analyses [2]. Phasing up all the conditioned        
data on the planet’s ephemeris, the resulting transit        
light curve, model fit, and residuals are shown in         
Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: (top) The phase-folded transit curve in blue points,          
along with the best-fit model (orange curve). (bottom) The         
resulting residuals. Time is shown in barycentric Julian date         
minus T0, the mid-transit time. 
 

Having determined the orbital architecture and      
ephemeris, we next modeled the photometric signals       
due to the planet’s phase curve, ellipsoidal variations,        
and beaming signal. First, we determined average       
values for all these signals by phase-folding all the         
conditioned data together and masking out the transit        
and secondary eclipse portions. The resulting dataset       
and model fit are shown in Figure 2. We also fit the            
planet’s eclipse (not shown). The resulting eclipse       
depth D = 87 + 6 ppm indicates a dayside brightness           
temperature for Kepler-76 b exceeding 2,800 K. 

Next, we searched for variations in the planet’s        
phase curve and eclipse depth (the ellipsoidal       
variations and beaming signals should remain      
constant). Since the data do not have sufficiently high         
signal-to-noise to detect the eclipse and planetary       
phase curve signal for each orbit, we stacked together         
10 orbits at a time and modeled the average eclipse and           
phase curve. Figure 3 shows the resulting variations in         
eclipse depth D and phase curve amplitude Aplanet.  
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Figure 2: (top) The phase-folded data with the transit and          
eclipse (centered on TE) masked out. The white points are          
binned to 1-min wide bins, and the orange curve shows the           
best-fit planetary phase curve, ellipsoidal variations, and       
beaming signal. (bottom) The resulting residuals. 
 

 
Figure 3: (top) Variations in the planet’s eclipse depth D in           
parts-per-million (ppm) shown in blue, along with the        
average value (87 ppm) shown as a dashed orange line.          
(bottom) Same for the planet’s phase curve amplitude Aplanet.,         
with the average value (51 ppm) shown in orange. 
 
We applied several tests to explore the robustness of         
the apparent variations, including a detailed      
injection-recovery analysis. The results from these      
tests suggest the observed variations are not simply        
due to statistical fluctuations or noise in the data. 
 
Discussion and Conclusions: Similar to the analysis       
for HAT-P-7 b [1], we find evidence for variability in          
the atmosphere of Kepler-76 b. The results from [1]         
suggests amplitude variations for HAT-P-7 b’s phase       
of about + 50%, while we find similar variations for          
Kepler-76 b, about + 40%, corresponding to       
oscillations in the planet’s brightness temperature      
between 2,700 and 3,000 K.  

Mounting evidence [6] suggests clouds completely      
enshroud the relatively cool nightsides of hot Jupiters,        
with aerosols made of refractory materials. Large-scale       
equatorial jets are expected to transport such aerosols        

from the night- to the dayside, and once on the          
dayside, these aerosols can perturb the atmospheric       
temperature structure and reduce the observed thermal       
emission. However, dayside temperatures likely     
exceed the vaporization point for the aerosols, and so         
they are probably quickly vaporized. Dynamical      
modeling of HAT-P-7 b’s atmosphere in [1] suggests        
that such transport and vaporization can, indeed,       
produce the observed variations in the planet’s eclipse        
and phase curve. We expect similar meteorology takes        
place on Kepler-76 b. 

The TESS mission will likely reveal new insights        
into hot Jupiter atmospheres. Monitoring several times       
the number of stars as Kepler, TESS promises to find          
many more planets [7]. However, the TESS bandpass        
extends much further into the red than Kepler’s, which         
presumably makes it more sensitive to planetary       
thermal emission.  

Using an estimated TESS yield of planets [7],        
Figure 5 compares the signal-to-noise (SNR) expected       
for their secondary eclipses. The orange points       
correspond to the assumption that the eclipse is        
entirely due to thermally emitted radiation, and the        
blue points correspond to all reflected light. Probably        
about 1% of TESS planets will exhibit detectable        
eclipses, with most arising from thermal emission. 

 

 
Figure 4: (a) Estimated signal-to-noise (SNR) for       
thermal/reflected light eclipses for TESS planets as a function         
of the planet’s orbital period. (b) Histogram of log(SNR) for          
thermal and reflected light eclipses. 
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